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Questionnaries

Active involvement of the population by completing questionnaries relating to the Libertà district (ante-operam phase)
In order to establish an active dialogue between public institutions and the citizens of the pilot area, the
project has provided a series of initiatives including the administration of questionnaires relating to the
ante-operam phase of the LIFE MONZA project concerning the various environmental issues.
The objective of the sample survey is the analysis of the effects of the actions provided by the project
through the detection and evaluation of judgments, perceptions and attitudes of the population concerned
towards a aspects linked to the livability of the neighborhood and the conditions of well-being
environmental and social.
This first phase will be followed by a second one (post-operam), aimed to recording the conditions that can
be found after the implementation of the infrastructural interventions and of the other measures provided by
the project, so as to be able to evaluate the changes that have occurred.
For the ante-operam phase, a sample of citizens residing in the pilot area with ages between 18 and 80
and three variables have been selected: gender, age and distance to Viale Libertà.
The questionnaires were sent by postal and telematic means with the help of the students of the "Carlo
Porta" High School as detectors.
From a first analysis the most respondents report that the private traffic as the main cause of noise and
atmospheric pollution.

Pedibus

What is Pedibus?
«Pedibus» is a walking school
bus, a participatory action that
promotes mobility on foot in the
travel from home to school. The
children, organized in small
groups (from 5 to 10 members),
are accompanied by volunteers
and go from home to school
following specific itineraries (lines)
verified and certified by the Local
Police.

Schoolwork
alternation

Each line has own itinerary that starts from a
terminus, follows an established route and
gathers the child-passengers at the various
stops set up along the way, respecting the set
times.
Each line has a group of reference guides, of
which one is the line's contact.
This innovative approach is a fun, healthy
and safe alternative for children and
teenagers to take the first steps towards
autonomy,
getting
to
know
their
neighborhood, socializing with others and
concretely promoting sustainable mobility on
the journey from home to school.

School-work alternation is an innovative teaching method, which through practical experience helps to
consolidate the knowledge acquired at school and test the attitudes of the students, enriching their education
and orienting their study path and, in future of work, thanks to projects in line with their curriculum.
To involving local stakeholders in the project, a school-work alternation project was implemented through
conventions of the Municipality with “Carlo Porta” and “Achille Mapelli” High Schools.
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